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Measurements of the angular distributions of target and double-spin asymmetries for theD1(1232) in the

exclusive channelpW (eW ,e8p)p0 obtained at the Jefferson Lab in theQ2 range from 0.5 to 1.5 GeV2/c2 are
presented. Results of the asymmetries are compared with the unitary isobar model@D. Drechselet al., Nucl.
Phys.A645, 145 ~1999!#, dynamical models@T. Sato and T. S. Lee, Phys. Rev. C54, 2660 ~1996!; S. S.
Kamalov et al., Phys. Lett. B27, 522 ~2001!#, and the effective Lagrangian theory@R. M. Davidsonet al.,
Phys. Rev. D43, 71 ~1991!#. Sensitivity to the different models was observed, particularly in relation to the
description of background terms on which the target asymmetry depends significantly.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevC.68.0252XX PACS number~s!: 13.60.Le, 13.88.1e, 14.20.Gk

I. INTRODUCTION

TheD(1232) resonance has been one of the most studied
objects in nuclear physics. As the lowest energy nucleon ex-
citation it dominates the low energy cross sections for pion-
and electromagnetic-induced reactions, and is almost com-
pletely separated in excitation energy from the many broad
higher mass resonances. There is extensive theoretical litera-
ture attempting to characterize the electromagnetic excitation
of theD(1232) resonance. Examples of some approaches are
effective Lagrangian models@1–7#, dispersion relations@8#,
partial-wave analysis@9#, quark models@10,11#, QCD sum-
rule models @12#, the generalized parton distribution ap-
proach@13,14#, and perturbative QCD with QCD sum rules
@15#. In recent years, there has been considerable experimen-
tal activity using polarized real photons at LEGS@16# and
Mainz @17#, unpolarized electrons at Bonn@18# and Jefferson
Lab ~JLab! @19,20#, polarized electrons at Mainz@21# and
JLab@22#, and polarized electrons with recoil polarization at
Mainz @23# and Bates@24#, which have focused on constrain-
ing our understanding of the electromagnetic structure of the
D(1232) resonance.

It has long been realized that the proper extraction of
resonance information from experimental data requires an
understanding of nonresonant contributions in the vicinity of
the resonance pole. Some of the previously mentioned theo-
retical approaches have been developed to obtain a more
realistic description of the full pion production amplitude
and, in particular, the determination of the resonance contri-
butions. It was found that certain polarization observables,
e.g., single-spin asymmetries, where the polarization of only
one particle is determined, are sensitive to interferences be-
tween resonant and nonresonant contributions, while double-
polarization observables are more constrained by resonant

contributions. Both contain information not contained in un-
polarized cross sections alone.

The main aim of this paper is to present the results of a
measurement of polarization observables in singlep0 elec-
troproduction. It is expected that these results, together with
other data will aid in reaching a better understanding of the
most appropriate description of the complete pion production
amplitude in the region of theD(1232) resonances.

Among the theoretical approaches that have appeared dur-
ing the past several years with the aim of extracting reso-
nance amplitudes from existing data are the aforementioned
effective Lagrangian models@1# ~MAID ! and @4# @the
Davidson-Mukhopadhyay~DM! model#, in which the de-
grees of freedom are baryon and meson currents. These mod-
els include pion scattering effects by using the K-matrix
method to unitarize the amplitude. The differences between
the MAID and the DM models arise mainly from some
rather significant differences in their starting effective
Lagrangians. In particular, the MAID model uses a mixture
of pseudoscalar and pseudovector for thepNN coupling,
while the DM model uses the standard pseudovector cou-
pling. The MAID model includes some higher resonances
and hence has more freedom in fitting the data.

A major controversy which has developed is that the reso-
nance amplitude calculated in the framework of the quark
model @10# is significantly smaller than that extracted from
effective Lagrangian models. Such a significant difference
(;30%! for the presumably best understood resonance
points to a very serious shortcoming for the quark model.
However, it has been pointed out by the authors of Ref.@10#
that the quark models—so far—are not able to take into ac-
count the coupling of the quarks to the pion cloud and, if this
were rectified, one would expect better agreement with the
amplitudes extracted from effective Lagrangian models.

With this in mind, an elaboration@2# of the effective La-
grangian model, thedynamic model@the Sato-Lee~SL!
model#, was developed in which the primary resonant and*Corresponding author. Email address: biselli@jlab.org
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nonresonant interactions involving the pion cloud are treated
in a consistent coupled channel approach to all orders. This
was followed by analogous dynamic formulations@7#
~DMT!. The SL model obtains the unitary amplitudes by
solving dynamicalpN scattering equations. Thus, the pion
cloud effects on the extracted ‘‘dressed’’N2D can be iden-
tified and an interpretation of the resulting ‘‘bare’’ parameters
in terms of constituent quark model calculations has been
established. The DMT model uses a chiral Lagrangian which
includes the pion rescattering in a coupled channelt-matrix
approach.

The net result yields a bareD(1232) resonance amplitude,
stripped of its coupling with nonresonant channel dressed
D(1232), which is smaller than that obtained in the more
traditional effective Lagrangian formulations, and in better
agreement with that obtained with the quark model. The cou-
pling to all orders is also effected in the dispersion relation
calculation@8#, and again it is found that the bareD(1232)
resonance agrees better with that of the quark model. The
most important constraints for these models have been the
high quality nonpolarized cross sections which have ap-
peared in recent years@19,20#.

The analysis of JLab unpolarized cross section data
@19,20# using these various theoretical formalisms yield very
different extracted nonleading amplitudes Re(E11 /M11)
and Re(S11 /M11), depending on the model used. This is
especially true with increasing momentum transfer, i.e., for
Q2 in the multi-GeV2/c2, where the relative contribution of
the nonresonant amplitudes become more important relative
to the resonant amplitudes. Thus, in order to obtain confident
estimates of the resonant amplitudes one needs to determine
which formulation best accounts for the overall body of the
world’s data.

In addition to the nonpolarized cross sections, these theo-
retical formulations can predict interference cross sections
which can only be accessed by polarization variables. Of
significance are the enhanced sensitivities to interferences
between resonant and nonresonant amplitudes. Such interfer-
ences can offer strong constraints on models for extracting
the interplay between resonant and nonresonant amplitudes.
For example, in the case of the Mainz@21# single-electron
asymmetry dataQ250.2 GeV2/c2, the predictions of some
of the above theoretical formulations@2,7,1# differ signifi-
cantly, and none give fully satisfactory agreements with the
data. The authors speculated that the treatments of the non-
resonant backgrounds may be the cause, though no quantita-
tive comparisons between the different predictions and ex-
periment were made. The JLab data@22# obtained at higher
Q250.4 and 0.65 GeV2/c2 were also compared with the re-
sults of the same theory and gave equally divergent results.

In the case of the Mainz@23# and Bates@24# recoil polar-
ization experiments atQ2;0.1 GeV2/c2, comparisons were
made with one of the models~MAID ! to extract theD(1232)
quadrupole amplitude Re(S11 /M11). However, since the
different models are shown to yield different results for non-
leading amplitudes when compared to other data, it would
seem that one would need better confidence in the theoretical
basis.

With this background in mind, the present report provides
independent double-polarization data, which will be useful in
testing the models, especially at previously unexplored
higherQ2 (0.5–1.5 GeV2/c2), where new physics may open
up and background effects become relatively more impor-
tant. The reaction studied in the presently reported experi-
ment iseW1pW →e81p1p0, where the scattered electron and
emitted proton were observed in coincidence, and thep0 was
identified by the missing mass technique. Although the fea-
sibility of exclusive coincidence experiments involving tar-
get and beam double polarization was demonstrated in the
reactioneW1pW →e81n1p1 in Ref. @25#, this is the first time
such experiments are carried out in which theQ2 behavior of
the target and double-spin asymmetries for a specific reso-
nance are explored in the GeV range of momentum transfer.
We expect these unique polarization observables to give sig-
nificant constraints for improving theories of theD(1232)
electroproduction process.

In addition, quantitative comparisons are made to the pre-
dictions of the four theoretical approaches: MAID@1#, SL
@2#, DMT @3#, and DM @4#.

II. FORMALISM

In this experiment, single mesons are produced by a po-
larized electron beam incident on a polarized proton target
polarized parallel or antiparallel to the electron beam direc-
tion, as schematically shown in Fig. 1. The incident polarized
electron is given by the four-vectorpe5(pW e ,Ei), the outgo-
ing electron is emitted with anglesfe ,ue and four-vector
pe85(pW e8 ,Ef), the virtual photon is characterized byq

e
e’

γ*

πo

p

θ*

φ*

h = +1
h = - 1

p

p’

FIG. 1. ~Color! Schematic diagram ofp-nucleon electroproduc-

tion. eW represents the incident polarized electron,e8 is the outgoing
electron,g* is the virtual photon, andp andp8 are the nucleon in
the initial and final state, respectively.
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5(qW,v) whereqW 5pW e2pW e8 and v5Ei2Ef , and the nucleon
initial and final states are given bypp5(0,M ) and pp8

5(pW p ,Ep), respectively. In terms of these variables, the
cross section can be written as

ds

dEfdVedV*
5G

ds

dV*
, ~1!

where dVe5sinueduedfe is the electron solid angle,dV*
5sinu*du*df* is the solid angle of the meson in the center
of mass,

G5
a

2p2

Ef

Ei

kg
lab

Q2

1

12e
~2!

is the virtual photon flux,

e5S 112
uqW u2

Q2
tan2

ue

2 D 21

~3!

represents the degree of polarization of the virtual photon,

kg
lab5

W22M2

2M
~4!

denotes the ‘‘photon equivalent energy’’ necessary for a real
photon to excite a hadronic system with center-of-mass
~c.m.! energyW5upe1pp2pe8u, Q252q252(v22qW 2) is
the momentum transfer, anda is the fine structure constant.
The differential cross section for pion production by a virtual
photonds/dV* can be written as a sum of four terms as
follows:

ds

dV*
5

ukW u

kg
c.m. H ds0

dV*
1h

dse

dV*
1P

ds t

dV*
2hP

dset

dV* J , ~5!

wherekW is the momentum of the pion,h is the electron he-
licity, and P is the target proton polarization. The first term
ds0 /dV* represents the unpolarized cross section, while the
remaining termsdse /dV* , ds t /dV* , anddset /dV* arise
when beam, target, or both beam and target are polarized,
respectively. Here,

kg
c.m.5

M

W
kg

lab ~6!

is the real photon equivalent energy in the c.m. frame. These
cross sections can be written in terms of response functionsR
using the formalism of Ref.@26# as

ds0

dV*
5RT

01eLRL
01A2eL~11e!RTL

0 cosf* 1eRTT
0 cos 2f* ,

~7!

dse

dV*
5A2eL~12e!RTL8

0 sinf* ,

ds t

dV*
5sinugcosf* @A2eL~11e!RTL

x sinf*

1eRTT
x sin 2f* #1sinugsinf* @RTL

y 1eLRL
y

1A2eL~11e!RTL
y cosf* 1eRTT

y cos 2f* #

1cosug@A2eL~11e!RTL
z sinf* 1eRTT

z sin 2f* #,

dset

dV*
52sinug@A2eL~12e!RTL8

x cosf* 2

1A12e2RTT8
x cosf* #

1sinugA2eL~12e!RTL8
y sinf* 2

2cosug@A2eL~12e!RTL8
z cosf* 1A12e2RTT8

z
#,

where

eL5
Q2

v2
e ~8!

is the frame-dependent longitudinal polarization the virtual
photon. Theug is the angle between the directions of the
target polarization and virtual photon.

The asymmetries are then defined as follows:

Ae5
se

s0
,

At5
s t

s0
,

Aet5
set

s0
, ~9!

wheres0[ds0 /dV* , se[dse /dV* , s t[ds t /dV* , and
set[dset /dV* .

III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The experiment was carried out from September to De-
cember 1998 using the CEBAF Large Acceptance Spectrom-
eter ~CLAS! at JLab, using a polarized electron beam of
energyE52.565 GeV at an average beam current of about 2
nA. Pairs of complementary helicity states were created
pseudorandomly by a pockel cell producing circularly polar-
ized laser light, which is used to generate polarized electrons
from a strained GaAs photocathode@27#. Each pair of
complementary helicity states had a duration of 2 sec.
Helicity-correlated systematic uncertainties are reduced by
selecting the first helicity of the pair pseudorandomly. The
average polarization of the beam for the entire dataset, mea-
sured with a Mo” ller polarimeter, wasPe50.7160.01. The
beam was rastered in a spiral pattern of 1–1.2 cm diameter
over the surface of the target to avoid destroying the target
polarization.
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The electrons impinged on a solid ammonia (NH3) target
of thickness 530 mg/cm2, in which the free protons were
longitudinally polarized. The target polarization was changed
every 2–3 weeks.Dynamic nuclear polarization@28,29# was
used to polarize this target using a 5 T uniform holding-field
generated by a superconducting Helmholtz-like coil placed
axially around the target. This coil limited the available scat-
tering angles to less than 45° and between 70° and 110°. A
more complete description of the target and polarization
technique may be found in Ref.@30#. Typically, the polariza-
tions achieved for positive and negative polarizations were
about 39% and 55%, respectively. The effective instanta-
neous luminosity for the polarized hydrogen was about 6.6
31032 cm22 s21.

Scattered electrons and recoiled protons were detected in
the CLAS, which is described in detail in Ref.@31#. An event
was triggered when a coincidence between the threshold
Cherenkov counter~CC! and the electromagnetic calorimeter
~EC! was detected. A typical Cherenkov signal consisted of
6–12 photoelectrons~PE!, with an average of about 10. The
trigger threshold was set at 0.5 PE. Electron candidates were
identified by a combination of time-of-flight~TOF! scintilla-
tors, CC, and EC. The TOF scintillators completely surround
the drift chambers, whereas the EC and the CC subtend
angles less than 45° with respect to the beam line. The mo-
menta of the detected particles were determined by fitting
their measured trajectories in the toroidal field, which curves
the tracks in theu direction but leaves them nearly unaf-
fected in thef direction. The trajectories are determined by
three sets of drift chambers~DC!, the inner most having ten
layers and the other two having each 12 layers of drift cells.

IV. DATA REDUCTION AND ANALYSIS

A. Electron identification

Electron identification was improved off-line in order to
remove pions and other sources of contamination. The EC

signal was used to remove events in which tracks triggered
the CC but did not shower in the EC, such as pions which
generate secondary electrons. The energy released by elec-
trons traversing the EC is proportional to the momentump as
shown in Fig. 2~a!. The width of the band is due to the EC
resolution and the lines indicate the cut applied to remove
background. The EC signal is also measured separately for
the inner part~15 layers of scintillators! and outer part~24
layers!. This allows one to distinguish between an electron,
which showers mostly in the inner part, and minimum ion-
izing particles, such asp ’s, which lose most of their energy
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FIG. 2. Electron identification.~a! Etot vs p. The two lines indicate the cut applied to remove the events that deviate by more than three
s from the expected behavior.~b! Etot vs Ein . The line indicates the cut applied to remove the events that haveEin much smaller thanEtot ,
which correspond to misidentified pions.
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FIG. 3. The number of events as a function of the vertexz
position of the electron wherez is along the beamline. The lines,
which indicate the applied cut, show that the peaks resulting from
the scattering off the target temperature shields and the beam line
exit window are completely removed.~Note the logarithm vertical
scale!. The cut does not remove the exit and entrance windows from
the target cell.
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in the outer part. This behavior is evident in Fig. 2~b! where
the high intensity region withEin;Etot corresponds to elec-
trons, while the small peak at lowEin corresponds to misi-
dentified pions. The vertical line indicates the cut applied to
remove misidentified pions.

The reconstructed vertex position was used to remove
events originating from the target temperature shields and the
beam line exit window. Figure 3 shows the cut applied to
selected events from inside the target.

B. Proton identification

Protons were identified by determining their momentum
and path length using the DC, and theirb5v/c using the
TOF. Figure 4 shows the cut applied to select protons, which
appear well separated from the pions for momenta less than
2 GeV/c.

C. p0 channel identification

In order to select theD(1232) resonance in the decay
channelD1→p0p, cuts on the invariant massW and the
square of the missing massMX

25upe1pp2pe82pp8u
2 were

performed. The15NH3 target intrinsically has a large back-
ground due to scattering from bound nucleons in15N. Many
of these events were removed through kinematic cuts. An
initial two-dimensional cut was applied to select the
D(1232) region and to remove the elastic and quasielastic
events as shown in Fig. 5~a!. The underlying quasi-D events
from 15N, not kinematically separable, were removed by a
subtraction process by comparing to data taken with a12C
target. Figure 5~b!shows the missing mass spectrum ob-
tained with 15NH3 and 12C targets after the two-dimensional
cut and the resulting subtraction. The remaining pion peak
due to H is narrower than the15NH3 peak. A second and
much tighter cut onMX

2 alone was therefore performed to
optimize the selection of pions from reactions on free hydro-
gen in 15NH3. The two vertical lines in Fig. 5~b! show the
applied cut.

D. Elastic radiative tail

The elastic radiative tail was suppressed by the presence
of the target magnetic coils that block polar angles between
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FIG. 4. b vs p for all positive charge particles. The lines show
how pions and protons are easily distinguishable.
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FIG. 5. Identification ofpp0 events.~a! MX
2 vs W. The lines show the two-dimensional cut applied in order to remove the elastic events

and quasielastic shoulder.~b! The plot shows the resultingMX
2 spectrum after the two-dimensional cut~open circles!, the12C data normalized

to the 15NH3 target data~full circles!, and the difference of the two~triangles!. The two lines show the final cut inMX
2 to select pions

scattering off hydrogen.
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45° and 70°. The remaining elastic radiative events were
removed by means of a cut on the reconstructed electron
scattering angle (u) @32#. This cut removed 15% of the origi-
nal dataset.

E. Fiducial cuts and acceptance corrections

The efficiency can vary by more than an order of magni-
tude near the boundaries of the six azimuthal sectors of
CLAS, therefore only events in the region where the accep-
tance is uniform were included. Limiting electrons to this
fiducial region, gives an elastic scattering cross section that
is consistent with the world’s data to within a few percent.
Although the objective of the present analysis is to extract
asymmetries, a good understanding of the acceptance is nec-
essary. Calculating the asymmetries involves integrations
over ranges inQ2, f* , u* , andW, and since the acceptance
is a function of these variables, it does not cancel out when
ratios of the integrated quantities are taken. Fiducial cuts
define a region inu andf depending on the momentum for
both the electron and the proton. The area inside the line in
Fig. 6~a!is an example of the region selected by the fiducial

cuts for electrons detected in the first CLAS sector and with
momenta between 1.9 GeV/c and 2.1 GeV/c. The cuts not
only remove data close to the sector boundaries, but further
remove events from regions where scintillators are inefficient
or which have other tracking inefficiencies. Figure 6~b! dis-
plays the effect of a cut to remove an inefficient scintillator
in the third CLAS sector. The total amount of data removed
by the fiducial cuts for events with one electron and one
proton andW,1.4 GeV/c2 is of the order of 60%. Data
were f acceptance corrected event by event using an ana-
lytical calculation based on the assumption that acceptance
within the fiducial region is 100%. Figure 7 shows the ac-
ceptance as a function off* andu* calculated for two in-
tervals inQ2 within a W range of 1.1–1.3 GeV/c2.

F. Experimental definition of the asymmetries

The experimentally measured number of counts,Ni j , are
grouped according to different combinations of beam~i! and
target~j! polarizations. Under the assumption of constant ef-
ficiency, these may be written in terms of the cross sections
in Eqs.~7! as

FIG. 6. ~Color! ~a! f vs u for electrons in the first CLAS sector for a momentum~p! bin from 1.9 to 2.1 GeV/c. The line indicates the
cut applied to remove the external fringes and the depletion due to CC inefficiencies.~b! p vs u for electrons in the third CLAS sector after
applying the cut shown in~a!. The region inside the two lines corresponds to an inefficient scintillator.
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N↑↑}~s01s0
N1Pese1Pese

N1Pt
as t2PePt

aset!,

N↓↑}~s01s0
N2Pese2Pese

N1Pt
as t1PePt
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N↑↓}~s01s0
N1Pese1Pese

N2Pt
bs t1PePt

bset!,

N↓↓}~s01s0
N2Pese2Pese

N2Pt
bs t2PePt

bset!,
~10!

wheres0
N and se

N are the contributions from the scattering
from 15N and the liquid helium coolant, andPa and Pb are
the magnitudes of positive and negative target polarizations,
respectively. The left-hand sides of these equations (Ni j )
have been normalized to the same total beam charge. The
asymmetries may be written in terms of these quantities as

At5
s t

s0
5

1

Pt
b

~N↑↑1N↓↑!2~N↑↓1N↓↓!

~N↑↑1N↓↑!1a~N↑↓1N↓↓!2bs0
N

,

Aet5
set

s0
5

1

PePt
b

2~N↑↑2N↓↑!1~N↑↓2N↓↓!

~N↑↑1N↓↑!1a~N↑↓1N↓↓!2bs0
N

,

~11!

where

a5
Pt

a

Pt
b

~12!

and

b52~11a!. ~13!

Extraction of the nuclear background cross sections0
N and

constanta are discussed in the next two sections.

G. Background subtraction

The data have a large backgrounds0
N due to scattering

from 15N and the helium cooling bath. Data taken with12C
and 4He targets were used to remove this contribution.
While the 12C and 15N targets had similar radiation lengths,
they displaced different amounts of helium. A two-step pro-
cedure to handle this problem was employed. The first step
was to determine how to add12C and empty target data
properly in order to have the same ratio of heavier nuclei and
helium as in the15NH3 data. Using a calculation based on
the target thicknesses, densities, and window contributions,
the background spectrum was calculated asNBG5NC
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FIG. 8. ~a! ExclusiveW spectra for15NH3 ~circles!and 12C ~triangles!. The spectra are normalized to each other using the integrals of
the W tails in the range 0.6 GeV/c2 to 0.85 GeV/c2. ~b! Overlay of MX

2 spectra for15NH3 ~circles! and 12C ~triangles!. The12C was
normalized using the constant found from theW tail integrals.
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FIG. 9. The productuPePtu as a function ofQ2 for positive
~filled circles!and negative~open triangles!target polarization runs.
The six values for each polarization were fitted with a constant in
order to obtain the average valuesPePt

a50.27560.007 andPePt
b

520.38560.008. The values for thex2 per degree of freedom of
the fits were 5.884/5 and 11.87/5, respectively~note suppressed
zero!.
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2(0.33160.008)NE, whereNC andNE are the total number
of 12C and empty target data, respectively, normalized to the
same charge.

The second step in the background subtraction was to
determine a cross-normalization constantCD , which allows
NBG to be equivalent to the rates from15N, accounting for
the different ratios of protons to neutrons between the two
backgrounds. A constant for the elastic region,Cel , was
found as a ratio of the integrals of theW tails of 15NH3 and
the background data fromW50.6–0.85 GeV/c2, where only
events from scattering by bound nucleons are present. Figure
8~a! shows the overlay of theW spectra of15NH3 and 12C
after normalization byCel . A correction for higherW was

then applied toCel to account for rates by the scattering off
neutrons.CD5 6

7
22
18 Cel was obtained for theD(1232) region,

where 6
7 is the ratio of protons in12C and 15N and 22

18 is
based on a Clebsch-Gordan coefficient analysis@32#. Figure
8~b! shows the overlay ofMx

2 for 15NH3 and background
data after normalization usingCD . The tails whereMx

2,0
match, as expected, since they result only from the quasielas-
tic scattering off the bound nucleons. The technique was later
verified using a15N target.

H. Target polarization measurement

The target polarization was extracted by comparing the
well known elastic scattering asymmetry@33#

Atheo52

cosugA12e21S Q2

4M2D 21/2

A2e~12e!sinugcosfg

GE

GM

eS Q2

4M2D 21S GE

GM
D 2

11

~14!

with the measured asymmetry

Ameas5
N↑↑2N↓↑
N↑↑1N↓↑

5
PePtset

s0
[PePtAtheo. ~15!

The ratioGE /GM has been measured in many experiments
and it is known within a 3% accuracy in theQ2 region of
interest @34#. The product of beam and target polarization
(PePt) was independently estimated using sixQ2 bins and
then the average value was calculated. Figure 9 shows the
results for the positive (PePt

a) and negative target polariza-
tion data (PePt

b). These measurements allow one to extract
target polarizationsPt

a ,Pt
b by simply taking the ratio of these

products and the measured beam polarizationPe ~see Sec.
III !.

I. Systematic uncertainties

Several sources of possible systematic effects were iden-
tified in the analysis procedure. To estimate the size of these
uncertainties, asymmetries were recalculated changing indi-
vidual parameters in the analysis and comparing with the
original result. Table I summarizes the systematic uncertain-

ties for Aet in the bin 0.9 GeV2/c2,Q2,1.5 GeV2/c2.
Similar values were found for the other asymmetries andQ2

bins. The overall systematic uncertainty is of the order of 5
%, which is much smaller than the statistical uncertainty for
the measured asymmetries.

J. Radiative corrections

Radiative corrections were estimated using a generaliza-
tion of the Mo-Tsai formulation@35#. In particular, the cor-
rections were obtained by comparing Monte Carlo generated
radiative and nonradiative events. The regions with zero ac-
ceptance existing in the data were incorporated in the Monte

TABLE I. Summary of the systematic uncertainties for the
asymmetryAet for 0.9 GeV2/c2,Q2,1.5 GeV2/c2.

Systematic uncertainty source Systematic uncertainty~%!

Carbon normalization 4.2
PePt 2.3
Pe 1.3
4He background contribution 3.3
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FIG. 10. ~Color! Q2 vs W. In the D(1232) region, the acces-
sible range inQ2 is from 0.4 GeV2/c2 to 1.5 GeV2/c2. The hori-
zontal lines delineate the two intervals ofQ2 in which the data were
divided.
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Carlo simulation in order to improve the model representa-
tion of the data. The difference between asymmetries calcu-
lated with radiative and nonradiative events revealed that ra-
diative corrections influence the data by at most a few
percent.

V. RESULTS

Data for a beam energy of 2.565 GeV, within the
D(1232) region (1.1 GeV/c2,W,1.3 GeV/c2), span a
range in momentum transferQ2 from 0.4 GeV2/c2 to
1.5 GeV2/c2, as can be seen in Fig. 10. The data were di-
vided in twoQ2 bins, 0.5 GeV2/c2,Q2,0.9 GeV2/c2 and
0.9 GeV2/c2,Q2,1.5 GeV2/c2, and the asymmetriesAt
and Aet were extracted according to the definitions in Eqs.
~11! as a function of the angle of the pion in the center of
massf* , integrated over cosu* , and conversely as a func-
tion of cosu* , integrated overf* . The Q2 dependences in-
tegrated overf* and cosu* were extracted as well. The
results are shown in Figs. 11–13 and listed in Tables II–VI.
The beam asymmetry was not extracted because it could not
be separated from the background stemming fromD(1232)
→p2p that is produced by the scattering of neutrons in15N.

According to Eq.~7! the asymmetries depend on sinf* ,
cosf* , sin 2f* , and cos 2f* , giving a well defined func-
tional dependence inf* that is model independent, and the
data were found to agree with this expectation. The target
asymmetry was found to be an odd function, and a fit to the

function (A cosf*sinf*1Bsinf*1Csin3f* )/D1Ecosf*
1F cos 2f* gavex2 per number of degree of freedom~ndf!
values of 7.9/9 and 15.4/9 for the low and highQ2 bin re-
spectively. The double spin asymmetry was fitted with the
even function (A1B cosf*1Ccos2f* )/D1Ecosf*
1F cos 2f* and the valuesx2/ndf54.4/9 for 0.5 GeV2/c2

,Q2,0.9 GeV2/c2 and 4.8/7 for 0.9 GeV2/c2,Q2

,1.5 GeV2/c2 were found.

A. Comparison with models

As noted in the Introduction, comparisons of the present
results with four theoretical approaches were carried out.
These include MAID2000@1# ~MAID !, an effective Lagrang-
ian model@4# ~DM!, and the dynamical models of SL@2,5#
and DMT @3#.

B. x2 comparison

All the models predict the correct sign and the correct
order of magnitude, but do not yield equally good overall fits
to the data. A simultaneousx2 comparison of all angular
distributions, as well as theQ2 distributions were performed
to establish quantitatively which model gives the best de-
scription of the data. Ax2 comparison for subsets of the
experimental distributions was performed as well to under-
stand the model sensitivity to the different asymmetries. In
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FIG. 11. AsymmetriesAt and Aet as a function of the center-of-mass angle of the pionf* integrated over cosu* for 0.5 GeV2/c2

,Q2,0.9 GeV2/c2 ~left! and 0.9 GeV2/c2,Q2,1.5 GeV2/c2 ~right!. The curves represent the predictions from the MAID2000 model
~solid!, the Davidson-Mukhopadhyay model~dash-dotted!, the Sato-Lee model~dashed!, and the DMT model~dotted!.
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order for ax2 comparison to be made, the model prediction
was disregarded where the acceptance was zero.

The x2 was defined as

x25(
i

~xi
data2xi

model!2

~s i
data!2

, ~16!

wherexi
datais the value of each experimental point for all the

asymmetries andxi
model is the corresponding value of the the-

oretical prediction. Since the model is given without errors,
only the experimental uncertaintiess i

data were used in the
denominator.

All the curves shown in this section display the exact
point-by-point model prediction. In order to compare the
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FIG. 12. AsymmetriesAt and Aet as a function of the center-of-mass angle of the pion cosu* integrated over 0°,f* ,180° and
2180°,f* ,180°, respectively, for 0.5 GeV2/c2,Q2,0.9 GeV2/c2 ~left! and 0.9 GeV2/c2,Q2,1.5 GeV2/c2 ~right!. The curves rep-
resent the predictions from the MAID2000 model~solid!, the Davidson-Mukhopadhyay model~dash-dotted!, the Sato-Lee model~dashed!,
and the DMT model~dotted!. Note that the complete data set contributes to the determination ofAt by making use of the symmetry of
s t with respect tof* . This was achieved by integrating the terms fors t in Eqs. ~11! for positive and negativef* separately and then
adding the two results with opposite sign. Also, note that the results for the lowerQ2 bin are affected by the zero acceptance region
~see Fig. 7!.
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model ~dash-dotted!, the Sato-Lee model~dashed!, and the DMT model~dotted!.
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model to the data, it is necessary to integrate over the bin
size to obtain an average value equivalent to that for the data.
In other words, the models were histogrammed into bins cor-
responding to the same bin sizes as the data. Each experi-
mental point is counted as a degree of freedom and the com-
parison yields the results, listed in Table VII.

The results of thex2 comparison for the MAID, SL, and
DMT models give very similar fits for the double-spin asym-
metry Aet . The differences in the totalx2 are primarily de-

termined by the comparison with the single spin asymmetry
At . On one hand, the double-spin asymmetry is character-
ized by theuM11u2 term, which all the models describe rea-
sonably well. The target asymmetry on the other hand in-
volves the imaginary part of interference terms and therefore
depends on multipoles such asE01 , S01 , M11 , andS12 ,
which have larger uncertainties in the models. In this respect,
the SL model considers all the second order processes,
whereas the MAID model makes approximations for these
terms. A dynamic approach of DMT accounts for these

TABLE II. AsymmetriesAt andAet as a function of center-of-
mass angle of the pionf* integrated over cosu* at low Q2. The
uncertainties listed are statistical and systematic, respectively.

0.5 GeV2/c2,Q2,0.9 GeV2/c2

f* ~deg! At Aet

2167.0 20.10860.06360.008 20.08360.08860.006

2141.0 20.27160.05860.018 20.19260.07660.014

2115.0 20.26660.04460.016 20.18960.05860.012

289.0 20.07160.03660.006 20.05260.05060.003

263.0 20.19160.08360.012 20.20960.11560.017

0.0 20.17160.08760.028 20.43360.13660.026

63.0 0.01360.05160.004 20.21160.07460.016

89.0 0.15260.03460.011 20.07960.04760.004

115.0 0.25960.04260.017 20.17260.05560.012

141.0 0.25860.05660.021 20.23260.07560.020

167.0 0.06760.05660.006 20.17260.08060.014

TABLE III. AsymmetriesAt andAet as a function of center-of-
mass angle of the pion cosu* integrated overf* at low Q2. The
uncertainties listed are statistical and systematic, respectively.
Please note that the results in this table are affected by the zero
acceptance region~see Fig. 7!.

0.5 GeV2/c2,Q2,0.9 GeV2/c2

0°,f* ,180° 2180°,f* ,180°

cosu* At Aet

20.938 20.06160.09660.038 20.04560.13560.008

20.812 0.11360.07860.008 20.33660.11960.044

20.688 0.08660.06560.003 20.17060.09360.015

20.562 0.08760.06860.002 20.16560.09760.014

20.438 0.25860.06360.018 20.24460.08460.021

20.312 0.24360.06860.032 20.13960.08960.012

20.188 0.28960.06860.017 20.14560.08860.011

20.062 0.15560.05560.015 20.29860.08060.017

0.062 0.26260.05160.013 20.18160.06860.010

0.188 0.21060.05760.029 20.11460.07760.006

0.312 0.20060.04760.011 20.17460.06460.010

0.438 0.23960.05860.008 20.17260.07760.010

0.562 0.14660.05860.014 20.28060.08460.018

0.688 0.17460.05260.021 20.17860.07260.012

0.812 0.11060.05860.004 20.00560.08060.002

0.938 0.00660.06360.005 0.10660.09160.010

TABLE IV. AsymmetriesAt andAet as a function of center-of-
mass angle of the pionf* integrated over cosu* at highQ2. The
uncertainties listed are statistical and systematic, respectively.

0.9 GeV2/c2,Q2,1.5 GeV2/c2

f* ~deg! At Aet

2167.1 20.05660.12960.004 20.29960.19460.020

2141.4 20.24760.11960.015 20.17860.16060.012

2115.7 20.25060.09660.015 20.21260.13060.013

290.0 20.41160.11660.026 20.14660.13660.011

264.3 20.50460.16260.053 20.28760.17860.031

238.6 20.07160.11560.005 20.07060.16260.006

212.9 0.07660.17660.011 0.12960.24960.021

12.9 0.09660.13360.009 20.32560.20260.033

38.6 20.11560.07460.009 20.27160.10760.020

64.3 0.09560.06760.006 20.14260.09560.009

90.0 0.22060.06760.012 20.15660.09060.009

115.7 0.18960.06760.011 20.08960.09160.005

141.4 0.24760.07660.020 20.17960.10160.014

167.1 0.29560.08960.015 20.26560.11960.014

TABLE V. AsymmetriesAt andAet as a function of center-of-
mass angle of the pion cosu* integrated overf* at highQ2. The
uncertainties listed are statistical and systematic, respectively.

0.9 GeV2/c2,Q2,1.5 GeV2/c2

0°,f* ,180° 2180°,f* ,180°

cosu* At Aet

20.929 0.28160.27160.002 0.32260.36660.096

20.786 20.10060.12060.008 20.30660.18060.031

20.643 20.00360.11560.002 20.51260.19660.049

20.500 0.03260.07160.008 20.20360.10360.016

20.357 0.28360.09960.012 20.42060.14160.029

20.214 0.19960.07860.009 20.21260.10760.011

20.071 0.31460.08760.015 20.15460.11260.007

0.071 0.27960.08160.009 20.22860.10860.014

0.214 0.22060.08060.014 20.17160.10960.008

0.357 0.22860.09460.019 20.28660.13260.016

0.500 0.35460.14760.014 20.13560.17660.011

0.643 0.15860.07560.008 20.00760.10360.002

0.786 0.19060.07760.008 20.11360.10560.007

0.929 0.39060.16960.008 0.23960.20360.025
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second-order processes, but appears to give a similar fit as
the MAID model. The effective Lagrangian model of DM
does not include tails from higher resonances, limiting the
background description even further, and may explain the
large discrepancy with the polarization data.

The DMT and MAID models were also observed to give
similar fits to each other for electron single spinAe observed
at lowerQ2 at JLab@22# and Mainz@21#, although both are
in somewhat disagreement with those data.

VI. SUMMARY

Target and double-spin asymmetries for theD(1232) re-
gion decaying intop andp0 were extracted as a function of
the pion center-of-mass anglesu* andf* and the momen-
tum transferQ2. A comparison with some of the existing
theoretical approaches was performed and sensitivity to the
different models was observed. Ax2 comparison shows~see
Table VII! that the model with the best agreement with data
is the dynamical model of SL. The isobar model MAID and
dynamic models of DMT exhibited comparable fits in rea-
sonable agreement with the data. Keeping aside the specula-
tions about the various model sensitivities given here, a dis-

cussion of the technical differences which give rise to the
differences in theoretical approaches is beyond the scope of
this paper. Rather, it is the intent of this work to make avail-
able the unique experimental observables as constraints on
all the models mentioned in the Introduction.
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APPENDIX: MULTIPOLE NOTATION

The cross section for electroproduction in Eqs.~7! can
also be written as a combination of Legendre polynomials
and their first and second derivatives. The coefficients of this
expansion are the multipoles:El 6 , Ml 6 , andSl 6 @36#. The
multipoles characterize the excitation mechanism@electric
(E), magnetic (M ), and coulomb or scalar~S! type of pho-
ton# and the angular momentum of the final statepN. l 6
refers to a state with apN relative angular momentuml and
total angular momentumJ5 l 6 1
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